
FORMPARK
A new approach to parquet design



Designed by 
Simon Husslein & Stephan Hürlemann

FORMPARK 520 & 780 Oak 14, Laying pattern 26
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FORMPARK
Formpark is ingenious  

in its simplicity:  
two formats, countless possibilities.

What Formpark laying pattern  
matches your personality?
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Formpark

A STORY  
OF SUCCESS
Our innovative parquet format instantly conquered the 
interior design market. Various patterns, from calm to lively, 
classic to avant-garde, emerge based on the way parquet is 
installed and the direction of light. Smooth transitions from 
one pattern to another are also possible. 

Variety of shapes and individuality
Formpark includes two plank formats, which can be put 
together to match countless different room atmospheres.  
The proportions were chosen such that the planks can be 
laid both in parallel and perpendicular to each other,  
opening up space for innumerable laying patterns. This is 
an exclusive parquet f loor that represents a departure  
from the fashionable and trendy; thanks to its individuality 
and diversity of form, Formpark always creates a contem- 
porary look whenever it is used.

Awards for Formpark
Formpark has not just successfully won over the market.  
At the Iconic Awards 2014, the German Design Council  
awarded Formpark with a «Best of Best» in the «Product» 
category. At the German Design Award 2015, Formpark was 
awarded a «Special Mention» in the category of «Building  
and Energy» for its outstanding design quality.

FORMPARK 520 & 780 Oak 14, Laying pattern 26



Exhibition design “Designer›s Saturday” 2014 in Zurich

In 2011, Zurich-based architect and designer Stephan 
Hürlemann created the award-winning concept for Bauwerk 
Parquet World showrooms. At the same time, he came up 
with the idea for the Formpark product, which he developed 
together with designer Simon Husslein.
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Interview

STEPHAN  
HÜRLEMANN

What does wood as a material mean for you personally? 
And in your day-to-day work? For me, wood is one of the 
best materials out there: it looks and feels great, it’s malleable 
and robust, it ages wonderfully, it stores CO2, and is  
obviously renewable. This means that wherever it makes  
sense, I work with wood. 

Creative and novel parquet laying patterns have seen a 
huge revival recently: do you see a particular trend for this? 
Floors are fixed architectural elements, and as such, they  
need to stick to long-term approaches in their design language.  
Therefore, I would certainly avoid fads. At the same time,  
a floor is always a witness of its time. Many people associate 
certain laying patterns, like herringbone, with eras of the 
past. With Formpark, one of my goals was to bring these older  
typologies to the present. And with its broad planks and 
tightly-fitting 1:2 and 1:3 proportions, Formpark does indeed 
succeed in doing this. Old, tried-and-tested patterns look so 
contemporary and fresh. 

What does good interior design mean for you? Good interior  
architecture doesn’t force itself into the foreground, yet never 
makes itself the centre of attention. Quite the opposite:  
it offers a stage for the life of those who use the space, helping  
them satisfy their needs. It is a place for rituals, it sets  
the mood that people identify with and are inspired by.  
To achieve this, I look for clever floor layouts, timeless design 
language and good-quality authentic materials that, whenever  
possible, can be recycled. I choose furniture and other  
objects in such a way that they tell people’s stories. 

«Good interior architecture 
creates a place for rituals,  
it sets the mood that people 
identify with and are 
inspired by.» 
Stephan Hürlemann, architect & designer 



8 | Formpark

Format & colour
Formpark 520, Oak 14

Laying pattern 
Pattern 1

I make conscious choices in my life and surround myself 
with few selected objects that have a special meaning for me.  
Less is more, and everything has its place. My biggest 
luxury is space. I need space like I need air to breathe. 

Formpark

REDUCTION



FORMPARK 520 Oak 14, Laying pattern 1



12 | Formpark

I am straightforward and consistent. My work completely 
absorbs me. My days are crammed full with appointments,  
I need to keep an overview, keep things under control. 
When I come home, I enjoy the peace and harmony –  
light colours, soft materials. I restore my form and read 
good books.

Formpark

PEACE  
AND QUIET

Format & colour
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak Avorio 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 23



FORMPARK 520 & 780 Oak Avorio 14, Laying pattern 23



16 | Formpark

My travels around the world have shaped my approach to 
the living environment, my sense of home and home 
country. Foreign cultures, people, music and art are part of 
myself and my life, just like high-quality materials and 
classic shapes that I love.

Format & colour
Formpark 780, Oak smoked 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 20

Formpark

CULTURE



FORMPARK 780 Oak smoked 14, Laying pattern 20



20 | Formpark

Family is the most important thing for us. We want  
our children to have the space to run around in,  
spread out, exhaust themselves, play without a care in  
the world. Chaos inevitably arises, we don’t mind –  
nevertheless, we impose clear rules. Structure creates 
freedom, limits create space.

Format & colour
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak 35

Laying pattern
Pattern 9

Formpark

FREEDOM



FORMPARK 520 & 780 Oak 35, Laying pattern 9



24 | Formpark

I am different – consciously and blissfully so. Classic styles 
side by side with latest trend. Whether music or interior 
design: I love contrast. New creative ideas and the search for 
the unusual bring change into my life.

Format & colour
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 13

Formpark

CONTRAST



FORMPARK 520 & 780 Oak 14, Laying pattern 13
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The Löwenbräu Black project is located right in the heart of Kreis 5,  
a lively district of Zurich. Ceiling heights of 2.6 metres and  
generous floor plans make for an airy atmosphere and ample leeway  
for interior design. Perfect conditions for Formpark.

Three different Formpark floors were installed in a 
flat on the 16th floor of a tower block. The inter-
action between pattern and light effects bring out 
the best in each room. Thanks to the diversity of 
the Formpark boards, seamless transitions between 
different patterns work exceedingly well. 

Formpark

SEAMLESS 
TRANSITIONS

Format & colour
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 1, 8 and 26
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FORMPARK 
MINI

With its enhanced format,  
Formpark opens up countless possibilities  

for creative installation ideas  
even in smaller spaces.

FORMPARK MINI 570 & 380 Oak 14, Laying pattern 26 | Reference: Harbour View Appartment Amsterdam (NL), Photo: Charlotte Kap
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Together with Hürlemann AG, Bauwerk continues the success story of 
Formpark, now in a smaller format. Formpark Mini encourages  
architectural creativity and individual design on smaller surfaces –  
at a very attractive price. Formpark Mini and its big brother share the 
fascinating, unconventional look created by individual installation  
and lighting that the parquet adds to any room. 

Formpark Mini

SMALL FORMAT,
BIG EFFECT

Format & colour
Formpark Mini 380, Oak Avorio 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 16

Reference: Schweizerbad, a brand of Fraefel AG | Photo: Klaus Andorfer | Product: Formpark Mini Oak smoked, Laying pattern 16



34 | Formpark Mini

Format & colour
Formpark Mini 570, Oak 14

Laying pattern
Pattern 4
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Format & colour
Formpark Mini 570 & 380,  
Oak smoked 14

Laying pattern 
Pattern 21
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38 | Formpark & Formpark Mini – Laying pattern

We have compiled and included a selection of some favourite 
laying patterns. Countless other patterns are also possible.  
Our Parquet Worlds and laying partners will support you in 
your planning. For more helpful tips and guides, check our 
website at  formpark.bauwerk.com

Information
› Formpark and Formpark Mini cannot be combined  
 with each other. 

› Formpark Mini is based on the same proportions  
 as Formpark.

› Due to the incidence of light, vertically installed 
 planks appear brighter than horizontal ones (see  
 visualization on the right). This effect can be used   
 specifically as a design element.

Formpark & Formpark Mini

LAYING 
PATTERNS

Formpark 520 
520 mm x 260 mm

Formpark 780 
780 mm x 260 mm

Formpark Mini 380 
380 mm x 190 mm

Formpark Mini 570 
570 mm x 190 mm

And which is your personal 
Formpark laying pattern?



520 x 260 mm

780 x 260 mm

380 x 190 mm

570 x 190 mm

OAK lively
Oak 35, deep brushed, natural oiled,  
beveled - 4 sides

40 | Formpark & Formpark Mini – Colour overview

OAK 
SMOKED calm
Oak smoked 14, deep brushed, natural oiled, 
beveled - 4 sides

OAK calm
Oak 14, deep brushed, natural oiled,  
beveled - 4 sides

OAK 
SMOKED lively
Oak smoked 24, deep brushed, natural oiled, 
beveled - 4 sides

The colours shown below are available in the Formpark  
and Formpark Mini formats. ‘Right’ and ‘left’ oriented strips  
are available for various laying patterns in all products. 
Formpark and Formpark Mini cannot be combined.

AVORIO calm
Oak 14, deep brushed, natural oiled,  
beveled - 4 sides

Formpark & Formpark Mini

COLOUR  
OVERVIEW

Formpark format: Formpark Mini format:

Reference: House Tuor | Photo: Spacial Design | Product: Formpark Mini Oak smoked 14, Laying pattern 8 & 25
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42 | Expert support

Bauwerk Worlds of Parquet and our installation partners 
are happy to assist you in the design of your very own 
Formpark installation. Find your personal Formpark floor 
in three easy steps:

2 FLOOR PLAN 
& DESIGN

Your contact person for the installation 
of parquet sends us the floor plan of 
your room, and our experts develop a 
possible laying pattern, taking into 
account the room’s conditions. 
Everything is possible: from a calm 
laying pattern to seamless transitions.

1 PRODUCT 
SELECTION

Choose from our Formpark product 
palette of diverse colours, surfaces and 
formats: find one that fits you and 
your interior style best. 
Get advice at a Bauwerk Parquet 
World or from an installation partner 
in your area: 
bauwerk-parkett.com/showrooms

3 APPROVAL & 
INSTALLATION

Once you approve the laying pattern, 
the exact number of boxes with the 
product will be calculated and ordered 
by professionals. With the floor plan at 
their disposal, your installation partner 
will easily lay the parquet on-site.

Expert support

IN THREE  
EASY STEPS

Your life with parquet

LET YOURSELF 
BE INSPIRED
Use our numerous sources of inspiration to choose the right parquet,  
tailored to your needs. With the Parquet Visualiser, it will take you  
just a few seconds to generate a virtual installation of all kinds of Formpark  
f loors in your room:  visualizer.bauwerk-parkett.com

1 | Hiag Immobilien Switzerland, Photo: Damian Poffet,  
 Product: Formpark, Oak, Laying pattern 4  
2 | Apartment Berlin, Photo: Olaf Szczepaniak,  
 Product: Formpark Oak smoked, Laying pattern 19  
3 | Single-Family House Walenstadt (CH), Photo: Stefan Küng,  
 Product: Formpark, Oak, Laying pattern 14 

Your life with parquet | 43
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SWISS
PRECISION

PERSONAL
WELL-BEING

INNOVATIVE
PARQUET SOLUTIONS

INGENIOUS
DESIGN

In 1935, Ernst Göhner brought the idea of solid parquet to series production before  
founding Bauwerk Parkett in 1944. Since then, Bauwerk has been researching,  
developing and manufacturing innovative, aesthetic parquet solutions of the highest  
quality with great passion and Swiss precision. Original parquet floors from  
Bauwerk, one of the leading parquet manufacturers in Europe, offer the unique feel  
of a piece of real nature that provides tangible warmth and healthy living for a  
perfectly balanced atmosphere in any room.  bauwerk-parkett.com


